
Signaling Pathways Project Knowledgebase 
walk-through 
Important notes. 1) SPP is a work in progress: not all nodes are currently represented in 
the knowledgebase. Please send suggestions for dataset curation to support@signaling 
pathways.org. 2) The site is currently on a public beta server, which will impact 
performance for some users. Please be patient for longer query times & report any bugs 
(or send feedback) to support@signalingpathways.org.  

Annotated datasets can be browsed in the Datasets section of the SPP website.  

You can ask questions of the SPP knowledgebase in the Ominer search engine, which allows 
users to infer regulatory relationships between signaling pathway nodes and their downstream 
genomic targets.  

A. Single Gene Target Queries. 

1) In Ominer, select Single Gene from “Target gene(s) of Interest” 

 

2) Select an ‘omics Category 

 

3) Start typing a gene name and select from the drop down suggestions (you will not be able 
to submit the query unless you select from the drop down). 

 

4) Specify a Signaling Pathway Module Category/Class/Family of interest. We recommend the 
default setting (All) since this returns the most regulatory information for a genomic target. 



 

5) Select a Physiological System and/or Organ & species of interest. Again, the default settings 
are recommended since these will return the most regulatory information for a target of interest. 

 

6) Select an FDR Significance Cut-off. We recommend the default (5E-02) unless your query 
returns more than the maximum of 3,000 data points, in which case the cut-off should be 
iteratively increased to reduce the number of data points. 

 

7) Submit your query 

 

 

8) SPP will return a Regulation Report for your target gene of interest. This is a detailed 
synopsis of the signaling pathway nodes whose genetic or small molecule manipulation impacts 
expression of your target of interest (transcriptomic Reports); or the signaling pathway nodes 
that bind within -/+ 10 kb of the transcription start site of your target gene of interest 
(cistromic/ChIP-Seq reports). Users can use these Reports to hypothesize candidate signaling 
pathways regulating their target gene of interest. 

The default display is by Target, this can be changed to Pathway Module Category, Biosample 
or Species using the drop-down in the top left. The layout for transcriptomic and cistromic 
reports is slightly different so we will briefly summarize each in turn.  

TRANSCRIPTOMIC REPORTS 

The horizontal axis is the transcript relative abundance (fold change). 



The vertical axis indicates the Category, Class and Family of the manipulated node. The bottom 
level labels indicated any genetic (in italics e.g. overexpression, knockdown) or pharmacological 
(in bold, e.g. BSM administration) node manipulations. 

Note: To facilitate database design, some SPP designated families contain only a single node 
(e.g. androgen receptor, glucocorticoid receptor). 

 

 

CISTROMIC/CHIP-SEQ REPORTS 

The horizontal axis is the MACS2 peak height within -/+ 10 kb of the transcription start site of 
the target gene of interest. MACS2 values are obtained from the ChIP-Atlas resource (Oki et al, 
BioRxiv 262899).  

The vertical axis indicates the Category, Class and Family of the ChIP-Seq antigen. The bottom 
level labels indicate, in order, the node antigen (normal font); any BSMs in the experiment 
design (bold) and any genetic manipulations (e.g. overexpression, knockdown) in italics.  

 

Data points in Regulation Reports are fully interactive. Click on any data point to see its details, 
and to navigate to a page describing the experiment, as well as a link to the full dataset page. 

B. Gene Ontology term Queries. 

1) In Ominer, select “Gene Ontology Term” from “Target Gene(s) of interest” 



 

2) Select an ‘omics Category (default is transcriptomic) 

 

3) Start typing a Gene Ontology term and select from the drop down suggestions (you will not 
be able to submit the query unless you select from the drop down). 

 

 

4) To reduce the load on the server, you must select a Signaling Pathway Module Category 
(e.g. Enzymes) and Class (e.g. Kinases) before submitting a GO term query. 

 

 

Proceed as in steps 5, 6 and 7 above. The default species is human. As a multi-gene query, the 
query time may be longer for GO Term queries. 

The default display is by Target, this can be changed to Pathway Module Category or 
Biosample using the drop-down in the top left. 

C. Consensomes. 



Consensomes (for consensus ‘omics) are lists of gene targets ranked by frequency of significant 
differential expression in response to manipulation of nodes in a given pathway node family 
(transcriptomic consensomes), or the average MACS2 peak scores for all nodes in a given 
family (cistromic/ChIP-Seq consensomes).  

1) In Ominer, select “Consensome” from the “Target gene(s) of interest” 

 

2) Select an ‘omics Category (default is transcriptomic) 

 

3) Select a Signaling Pathway Module Family, 

You must select a Catetgory, Class and Family to view a consensome, otherwise the Submit 
button will not become active. 

 

4) Select a Physiological System or Organ. If sufficient curated datasets are available, SPP 
calculates conensomes for specific Physiological Systems or Organs. If not, only an “All 
Physiological Systems” consensome will be available. 

5) If a consensome is available for your family of interest, the following message will be 
displayed 



 

If not, you will see the following message 

 

Practical staffing limitations restrict our progress to provide consensomes for all possible node 
families & omics categories. Some are not currently possible at all due to a shortage of 
deposited datasets. If you have a suggestion for a node family for which you would like to see a 
consensome (e.g. Patched receptors), please send an e-mail to 
support@signalingpathways.org. Feedback like this helps us direct our biocuration resources to 
best serve the research community. 

6) Results 

Transcriptomic consensomes are displayed in ascending order of consensome p-value, 
which is the probability that the observed frequency of differential expression occurred by 
chance. Gene target names link to a transcriptomic Regulation Report for that target showing 
the data points underlying the consensome. 

For either consensome type, the top 10% of targets are displayed in the browser. The full 
conensome can be downloaded by clicking “Download Results”. 



 

Cistromic consensomes are displayed in descending order of MACS2 peak value for all nodes 
in a given target family. Gene target names link to a cistromic/ChIP-Seq Regulation Report for 
that target showing the data points underlying the consensome. 

D. Datasets. 

If you simply wish to browse the datasets in SPP, you can do so at 
https://beta.signalingpathways.org/datasets/index.jsf.  

You can filter the datasets by signaling pathway module category, biosample, species or ‘omics 
type. 



 

 

Clicking on the name displays the Dataset page, which displays essential biocurated 
information, as well as the targets with the highest differential expression values (transcriptomic 
datasets) or the targets with the highest MACS2 scores (cistromic/ChIP-Seq datasets). Clicking 
on the target names on the left hand side will run a default single target gene query across the 
entire SPP knowledgebase. 



 


